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seair’s ambition is to make everything that floats fly. Whether
it is Under sail or Under engine,
boats are noW taking off.

be it crUising, racing or offshore
sailing, seair’s innovative systems
are alloWing easy flight for all.

Whether racing or crUising, foiling
boats are becoming increasingly popUlar and accessible as neW sophisticated eqUipment makes flight possible
for all. in addition to achieving greater performance and stability, foiling
can be comfortable too. seair systems
make foiling easier than yoU think.

" A foil is to the boat, what a wing
is to a bird or an airplane "

THE FOILING EXPERIENCE
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Principles
Foiling is not just reserved for America’s
Cup crews, or nimble and skillful high
performance dinghy sailors, the ability
to sail fast and safely above the water’s
surface is spreading throughout the sport.

" Sailing’s new natural balance "

SEAir is working to simplify the use of
foils for amateur yachtsmen as well as the
professionals. Just as furling systems were
once rare, today there is barely a cruising
yacht that doesn’t have one, SEAir believes
foiling could be the same.
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Naturally it is early days for the technology, but with SEAir’s expertise and skills the
company is already a leader in this market.

" Foiling is not always
about speed "

Not just lighter,
but flying
As with other similar systems, the early generation of foils that were installed on the
60-foot monohulls of the Vendée Globe
were only intended to help boats plane
by lifting the bow. But by making the Mini
747 take off completely, SEAir has brought
foiling technology into a new era for
offshore flight with manageable systems
that could be used aboard boats of 20, 40,
60 feet and beyond.
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Under engine
On July 12th, 2017, SEAir produced the first
semi-rigid boat to lift off the water on foils.

It is easier to make a motorboat fly than
a sailboat, simply lower the foils and open
the throttle, but the pleasure is just the
same.

" The sensation of gliding on foils
makes power boating 100 times
more fun "

Supported by both foils, the boat glides
across the water as if on shock absorbers.

World leaders in semi-rigid boats, Zodiac
was selected by SEAir to achieve this world
first – a flying RIB with adjustable and retractable foils.
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achieving reliable and stable flight
With minimal manUal inpUt has meant
developing some sophisticated technology.

Here, SEAir has created a number of ingenious systems to make hydrofoil flight
both simple to achieve and affordable.

Currently, foils are usually handled manually from the cockpit.

TECHNOLOGY
AND PATENTS

SEAir has worked in conjuction with EMC2
and Pôle mer Bretagne on two jointly funded projects :

ln the future, electronic units will provide
automatic foil control.

FoilAddict
Our key technologies :
◆

Development of design and
simulation software.

◆

Digital technology for composite
and plastic manufacturing.

◆

Composite deformation sensors
using optical fibres.

◆

Sensors for positioning foils
in real time.

◆

Electro mechanical engineering
systems for foil control.

Research into methods of digital
manUfactUring sUch as 3D printers
and robots for laying doWn carbon
threads.

Green Tech
Work on the engine efficiency With the
aim of eventUally replacing combUstion
engines With electric engines.
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An international
patent protection
policy

SOME EXAMPLES :
3D printed T-foil rudder.

Tool for fixing the foil to the hull.

Fine tuning tool for adjusting the
foil by up to 4 degrees.
The method of integrating the
main foils into the hull of a RIB.
Assembly for the dynamic control
of the outboard foil.

Retractable foil system for the
outboard engine.
Integrated shock absorber system
for the foils.
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Whether it is on sailing boats or motor
boats the technology is the same.

SEAir has worked closely with the following industries :
◆

automotive industry to accelerate
its technical developments in mass
production.

◆

aeronautical industry for IT developments in establishing key principles
of flight.
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at present, foil systems are sUitable
for sailing and motor boats, neW or
Used. SEAir’s proposals are aimed at
individUals and professionals Wishing
to make their oWn boat fly, as Well as
at boatyards Wishing to expand their
range With foiling boats.

SEAir is currently the only company specialising in this particular area of hydrofoil
work. And while it is still early days for foiling development, SEAir has taken an early
lead and is already proving to be a major
player in this exciting new world.

SEAIR
AND THE FUTURE OF FOILING
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To maintain its lead, SEAir is developing
bespoke motor boats for professionals and
amateurs alike who are looking for greater
performance, comfort and stability, while
saving fuel at the same time. SEAir is also
developing a series of 40-foot (12-metre)
monohull cruising sailing boats which will
foil.

" The principal can be applied to
any monohull and multihull "
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A foiling boat works like this :

The announcement of the next America’s Cup boat, a 75-foot foiling monohull,
is a great opportunity for SEAir to design,
develop and manufacture foils for these
boats. The America’s Cup is clearly the
holy grail of sailing and at the very heart
of what SEAir does, making it the perfect
way to promote the company around the
world.
In order to perform, the boat needs to
work in three different modes : displacement, planing and in flight.

Whether in France or abroad, the foiling
market is increasingly appealing. Mindsets
are changing, opportunities arising and
SEAir is in the right place at the right time.
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Established in Lorient (Morbihan),
SEAir is a design office dedicated to the
flight fUnction of sailing and motor
boats of today and the fUtUre.

Capitalising on recent advances in aeronautics and hydrodynamics, there is no limit to SEAir’s ability to study and tackle the
most ambitious projects.

SEAir offers studies and production services aimed at enhancing the performance
of boats by fitting them with foils or by improving the already existing systems.

In 2016, at the Paris Boat Show the founders of the company, Richard Forest and
Bertrand Castelnérac received a special
award from FIN (Federation of Nautical Industries).

SEAir : THE COMPANY

In 2017, again at the Paris Boat Show, the
entire SEAir team received the special
“Nautic Innovation Awards” once more.
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Two awards that encourage the development of integrated solutions for foils on
boats.

Two years after being set up, SEAir has a
design office and a workshop of 13 people.
A young team that has accomplished
two world premières with the flight of an
ocean racing monohull and a semi-rigid in
the same year.
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" I want to go beyond where the others
stop, to surf the current technological
revolutions and take on the great
challenge of making boats fly "

" From one to three hulls,
on the water or on ice, to travel the globe,
adventure is an engine that
gives us wings "

Richard Forest
Engineer who is passionate about aeronautics, new technology and setting up
businesses!

48 years old
" Serial entrepreneur ",
CEO and
Co-founder of SEAir

" We are on the dawn of a new era and
I am happy to be spreading the word
of foiling; it is a great thing to try and
make things that float fly "

Bertrand Castelnérac
38 years old
" Foil specialist ",
Co-founder of SEAir

Benoît Lequin
Double record holder of the North and
South Atlantic crossing in a sports catamaran. He has eight transatlantic crossings to his credit.

43 years old
" Prototype lover ",
Head of production
at SEAir

" Making boats fly is a challenge
that brings me back to the origins
with enthusiasm "

David Raison
Communications
graduate,
former
professional athlete, multiple French
offshore crewed sailing champion and
first person to fly the GC32.

45 years old
" Flying sailor ",
Architect at SEAir

Naval engineer, designer architect, forerunner of designing innovative and
powerful round bows (inspired by scows).
He has clocked up 30.000 miles in singlehanded offshore racing.
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Partner
Zodiac, SEAir’s partner

Creator and world leader of inflatable
boats, the Zodiac Nautic Group (Zodiac,
Bombard, Avon) designs, produces and
distributes pleasure craft, equipment and
services. Present in more than 50 countries around the world, the 1.600 agents
put their skills at the service of clients.

" Breathe in, breathe out... now
imagine the pleasure of a family
outing to an isolated cove,
the intense sensations of water
skiing, the emotion of a dive with
friends, the joy of a fishing trip ...
All these pleasures are yours
with a Zodiac boat "
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SEAir
10 rue du Chalutier des Deux Anges
56 100 Lorient - France
Tél. +33 9 72 60 10 84
contact@seair.fr

www.seair.fr

Join the community
and follow SEAir’s news
on social networks.
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London W12 9DP – UK
Tel. +44 (0)2033 97 99 77
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